
 

Thunderbolt learning – In the woods (AUTUMN 2019)   We will be involved in… 

  

   

  

 

LITERACY 

*Listening and exploring books themed around woodland creatures, including ‘Owl Babies’, ‘Foxly’s 

Feast’ and ‘Tidy’ and the Percy the Park Keeper stories                                                                                                          

*Learning simple sounds and blending to read small words, developing a sight vocabulary                                  

*Writing our name with correct letter formation                                                                                      

*Noticing print, signs and messages around us                                                                       

*Beginning to ‘write’ and make marks as well as draw, leading to words in lists and cards 

PHYSICAL 

*Developing fine motor skills including pencil grip 

*Handwriting patterns and letter formation 

*Showing greater control of larger objects by 

pushing, throwing, catching                               

*Travelling over, under and through 

*Cooking and chopping skills (including vegetable 

soup and fruit salads)              

 

COMMUNICATION 

*Joining in with stories with rhyme and 

repeated phrases (The Gruffalo, Red Riding 

Hood, Stick Man)                                       

*Acting out stories together/in role play       

*Discussing story characters                  

*Gaining confidence to speak in front of others 

*Attentive listening 

 

 

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD 

*Caring for Creatures (Animal Rescue Centre), 

*Finding out about celebrations (including 

Harvest, Diwali, Christmas)                                                

*Planting bulbs and seeds                                               

*Using simple computer programs     

*Exploring our school and its surroundings 

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN 

*Engaging in role play with others           

*Exploring instruments and sounds/Tapping 

out rhythms 

*Mixing our own colours and making patterns    

*Making collages/Printing                     

*Moving and responding to music 

 

 

PERSONAL, SOCIAL and EMOTIONAL 

Belonging – becoming a class, becoming part of the school, 

learning our School Ethos, sharing with others 

Myself and My Relationships including…What is a friend? How do 

I make new friends?  How can I be a good friend?  How can we 

make up when we have fallen out? 

NUMERACY 

*Recognising and Forming Numbers 1-10, and matching them to quantities                               

*Showing our  understanding of ‘more’, ‘less/fewer’                                                                        

*Combining groups to find a total (to 6 and beyond)                                                                      

*Using the language of time – months of the year, seasons, yesterday today 

tomorrow                                  

*Making comparisons and using terms other than bigger/smaller – heavy/light, 

long/short, full/empty 

 


